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Identification of Acoustic Emission Source Mechanisms
Abstract
Identification of mechanisms generating acoustic emission during deformation of materials is often difficult
because several mechanisms may be potentially or actually operating simultaneously. Identification of sources
which are actually contributing significantly to the acoustic emission can often be accomplished by testing
material with different process histories, by microstructural examination before and after deformation, and by
using different stress states. Mechanisms which operate simultaneously in one stress state may· operate
predominantly in different strain ranges in another stress state. Further confirmation of the mechanisms
involved can be obtained by measurement of physical parameters, other than acoustic emission, during
deformation which are sensitive to the proposed generation mechanisms for the acoustic emission. Several
examples of the use of these techniques will be shown. The sources of acoustic emission in 7075 aluminum
were identified by testing in the T6 and T651 tempers, by testing in both tension and compression, and by
measurement of internal friction as a function of strain. Dislocation motion was shown to be the major source
of acoustic emission in beryllium by testing beryllium of different purity, heat treatment, and origin (powder
metallurgy or cast and worked) in both tension and compression combined with microstructural
observations. Confirmation that the source was dislocation motion and identification of the type of
dislocation activity involved was made by internal friction measurements during deformation. Acoustic
emission from hydrogen assisted crack growth in an austenitic stainless steel was separated from other sources
of emission by holding at constant load. Cracking was also monitored by observing changes in the apparent
elastic modulus of a sample as hydrogen-assisted cracks propagated in it.
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ABSTRACT 
Identification of mechanisms generating acoustic emission during deformation of materials is often 
difficult because several mechanisms may be potentially or actually operating simultaneously. Identi-
fication of sources which are actually contributing significantly to the acoustic emission can often be 
accomplished by testing material with different process histories, by microstructural examination before 
and after deformation, and by using different stress states. Mechanisms which operate simultaneously in 
one stress state may· operate predominantly in different strain ranges in another stress state. Further 
confirmation of the mechanisms involved can be obtained by measurement of physical parameters, other 
than acoustic emission, during deformation which are sensitive to the proposed generation mechanisms for 
the acoustic emission. 
Several examples of the use of these techniques will be shown. The sources of acoustic emission in 
7075 aluminum were identified by testing in the T6 and T651 tempers, by testing in both tension and 
compression, and by measurement of internal friction as a function of strain. Dislocation motion was 
shown to be the major source of acoustic emission in beryllium by testing beryllium of different purity, 
heat treatment, and origin (powder metallurgy or cast and worked) in both tension and compression com-
bined with microstructural observations. Confirmation that the source was dislocation motion and identi-
fication of the type of dislocation activity involved was made by internal friction measurements during 
deformation. Acoustic emission from hydrogen assisted crack growth in an austenitic stainless steel was 
separated from other sources of emission by holding at constant load. Cracking was also monitored by 
observing changes in the apparent elastic modulus of a sample as hydrogen-assisted cracks propagated in it 
7075 ALUMINUM 
The mechanisms responsible for the acoustic 
emission generated during the plastic deformation 
of 7075 aluminum have been identified by testing 
the material in two different tempers, testing 
in both tension and compression and by measuring 
the internal friction or damping during deforma-
tion. When the acoustic emission from 7075 
aluminum was first investigated some years ago, 
it was proposed that the acoustic emission 1as 
generated entirely from dislocation motion. The 
major apparent problem with this interpretation 
was that the acoustic emission maximum occurs at 
approximately 2.5% strain. It is difficult to 
understand why the maximum should not occur near 
the onset of plastic flow if it is due to dis-
location mechanisms. Testing of 7075 aluminum in 
the T-6 and T-651 tempers revealed a second 
acoustic emission peak in the T-6 temper centered 
at yield, as shown in Poster 1. The peak at yield 
is in addition to the previously reported peak at 
2.5% strain. The difference between the T-6 and 
T-651 tempers is that the material in the T-651 
condition is given a stress relief stretching of 
up to 3% plastic strain following solution heat 
treatment in order to improve flatness. This 
mechanical treatment suppresses the acoustic 
emission peak at yield but does not affect the 
peak occurring at higher strains. When deformed 
in uniaxial compression, the peak at yield (T-6 
temper) is unaffected, however, the peak at 
higher strains disappears. Analysis of these 
results suggests that the acoustic emission peak 
at yield is due to a dislocation motion or break-
away phenomena and that the peak at higher strains 
originates from some other source. Confirmation 
of this interpretation is provided by amplitude 
independent internal friction measurements. The 
magnitude of the amplitude independent internal 
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friction is sensitive to both the dislocation 
density and the average dislocation loop length. 
An increase in either will cause an increase in 
the internal friction, although the magnitude is 
more sensitive to the average loop length. Inter-
nal friction measurements during deformation of 
7075 aluminum in the T-6 temper showed an internal 
friction peak which corresponded closely with the 
acoustic emission peak observed at yield. There 
was no measurable internal friction at the loca-
tion of the second peak (Poster 1). Measurements 
of the internal friction in the T-651 temper 
showed no internal friction above the background 
level of our instrumentation throughout the entire 
test. Work at our laboratorie's2 and work by other 
investigators3,4 has shown conclusively that the 
second acoustic emission peak arises from the 
fracture of inclusions within the aluminum matrix. 
BERYLLIUM 
There are many potential sources of acoustic 
. emission during deformation of beryllium. Disloca-
tion motion, twinning, grain cleavage, inclusion 
(primarily BeO) fracture or decohesion, and precip-
itate fracture or decohesion are all reasonable 
possibilities. The general characteristics of 
acoustic emission from beryllium are shown in the 
top figure of Poster 2. Beryllium from powder 
metallurgy stock, from rolled ingot, and from 
special hi~h purity powder metallurgy stock was 
tested. Material was tested after several 
different heat treatments, and measurements wer~ 
made in both tension and compression. Details of 
the heat treatments used are given in Reference 5. 
The response of the magnitude of the two peaks to 
these experimental parameters is summarized on 
Poster 2. (The locations of the peaks were the 
same for all tested conditions.) The variation 
in peak size with heat treatment, purity, mater-
ial origin {powder source or ingot source), and 
testing mode (tension or compression) combined 
with metallographic observations exclude grain 
cleavage, twinning, beryllium oxide fracture or 
decohesion, and precipitate fracture or deco-
hesion as significant contributors to the 
observed acoustic emission, as indicated in 
Poster 2. All results are consistent with dis-
location motion as the source of both acoustic 
emission peaks. The observations cannot, how-
ever, distinguish between sudden breakaway of 
dislocation avalanches from pins or rapid 
generation of new dislocations as the type of 
dislocation activity responsible for the acoustic 
emission. This separation is achieved by 
internal friction measurements during deforma-
tion. As mentioned previously, amplitude 
independent dislocation damping is sensitive to 
both dislocation density and average dislocation 
loop length. More specifically, the damping is 
proportional to the fourth power of the average 
loop length and the first power of the disloca-
tion density. Thus a breakaway process which 
increases the average loop length should produce 
a larger change in damping than the generation 
of new dislocations, which primarily increases 
the dislocation density. The internal friction 
measurements indicate that the acoustic emission 
peak at the onset of plastic flow is most 
probably due to the generation of new disloca-
tions, and the peak at l pet plastic strain is 
most probably due to breakaway of dislocations 
from pins. The validity of the internal fric-
tion interpretation is supported by tests in iron 
where the yield point is known to arise from 
breakaway of dislocations from carbon atmospheres. 
There is a corresponding internal friction peak, 
as expected. 
STAINLESS STEELS IN A HYDROGEN ENVIRONMENT 
Acoustic emission is a potential technique 
for monitoring stainless steels for hydrogen-
assisted crack growth. Acoustic emission was 
monitored from 21-6-9 stainless steel (nominally 
21 pet Cr, 6 pet Ni, 9 pet Mn, 0.25 pet N) 
stressed biaxially in hydrogen and inert environ-
ments. The first observation was that the amount 
of emission from a sample loaded biaxially was 
substantially greater than in uniaxial tension, 
as shown in Poster 3. The sample volumes and 
strain rates were different for the two tests, so 
the rms has been normalized to the same volume 
and.strain rate using the well established pro-
portionality between rms and the square root of 
strain rate or sample volume. No detectable 
difference in the amount or strain dependence 
of acoustic emission during loading was seen 
between hydrogen and inert environments, although 
hydrogen-assisted crack growth clearly occurred 
in a hydrogen environment. A typical surface 
crack and a fracture surface from a sample 
tested in a hydrogen environment are compared 
with a surface and fracture occurring in an inert 
environment in Posters 3 and 4. Furthermore, 
the amplitude distributions of acoustic emission 
bursts from samples tested in hydrogen and inert 
environments were similar, as shown in Posters 5 
and 6, although a major shift in amplitude 
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occurred from loading to holding at constant load 
(beyond the yield stress). 
Acoustic emission from hydrogen-assisted 
crack growth can be distinguished from other 
sources of emission by holding the sample at 
constant load and measuring the emission as a 
function of time. Acoustic emission associated 
with plastic flow should decline rapidly with 
time at constant load as plastic deformation 
producing stress relaxation ceases. Hydrogen-
assisted crack growth, however, should not 
decrease significantly with with time and will 
provide an acoustic emission source after stress 
relaxation has ended. The predicted difference 
in acoustic emission versus time between samples 
stressed and held in hydrogen or helium was 
observed (Poster 5). 
The presence of cracks or voids in a test 
sample will cause a decrease in the measured elas-
tic modulus when compared to a defect free sample. 
A simple first order theory showing that the 
apparent or effective elastic modulus is dependent 
on the volume of cracks in the material is given in 
Poster 7, i.e. Yeff=Y(l-~V/V). Clearly changes in 
the apparent modulus ~fill be small since in most 
cases ~V/V will be small. Certainly, the changes 
in apparent modulus cannot be detected from typical 
load deflection curves. In order to effectively 
use modulus change measurements as a tool to study 
crack initiation, growth, etc., it is necessary 
that techniques be used which can detect small 
changes in the modulus to a very high degree of 
accuracy and precision. 
A technique meeting these requirements is 
measuring the resonant frequency of a sample 
vibrating in a standing longitudinal wave. A Marx 
composite oscillator operating in a longitudinal 
mode at a resonant frequency of approximately 
50,000 Hz has been used. A schematic of the 
system is shown in Poster 8. The resonant fre-
quency of the total wave train is the measured 
quantity from which the resonant frequency of the 
sample is easily calculated. The sample tested is 
one-half wave length in length so that the center 
of the sample is at a disDlacement mode. The 
necessary electrical connections can be made at 
this point without disturbing the standing wave. 
Data for a high purity Armco iron and for 304 
stainless steel are shown in Poster 8. Th~ samples 
were charged in an electrolytic solution of 1 
normal H2S04 witH slight additions of CS2 and As203. 
The data show no change in the resonant frequency 
for the first 102 seconds. At this point, the 
resonant freauency of the pure iron begins to 
decrease giving a negative change in the resonant 
frequency as plotted. No change in the resonant 
frequency of the 304 stainless steel was observed 
on charging to nearly 105 seconds. This result is 
expected since the 304 should not crack with zero 
applied stress. A micrograph showing cracks which 
developed in the pure iron is shown in Poster 7. 
No cracks could be found in the 304 sample. An 
attempt 1-1as made to correlate the measured crack 
volume with that predicted by the change in 
apparent modulus. It was found that the measured 
modulus change is greater than that predicted from 
measured crack volume by approximately 40 times. 
It is unclear whether this disagreement is due to 
the elementary nature of the theory or whether there 
are other mechanisms' ~Jhich might cause changes in 
the modulus. More 1'/0rk is necessary to answer this 
question, although recent d~ta suggest additional 
mechanisms are involved. 
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION COUNT RATE VS TIME FOR 707516 
ALUMINUM IN TENSION • 
ACOUSTIC EMISSION COUNT RATE VS TIME FOR 
7075 16 ALUMINUM IN COMPRESSION 
7075 ALUMINUM 
THE ONLY DiffERENCE BETWEEN THE 16 AND 1651 TEMPERS IS THAT THE T651 
MATERIAL IS GIVEN A STRESS RELIEF STRETCHING OF UP TO J PCT PLASTIC 
STRAIN fOLLOWING THE SOLUTtON HEAT TREATMENT IN ORDfR TO IMPROVE 
fLATNESS- THIS PLASTIC DEFORMATION BEFORE AGING SUPI'RESSES THE 
ACOUSTIC EMISSION PEAK AT YIELD, BUT DOES NOT AFFECT THE PEAK 
CENTERED AT ABOUT 2 PeT PLASTIC STRAIN. 
THERE IS A vERY LARGE OIFFERENC~ IN THE ACOUSTIC EMISSION MEASURED 
IN TENSION AND COMPRESSION. THE PEAK OBSERVED AT ;n, PLASTIC STRAIN 
IS ABSENT WHEN LOADED IN COMPRESSION. THIS OBSERVATION RULES OUT 
A DISLOCATION ORIGIN FOR THE SECOND PEAK. IN BOTH TENSION AND 
COMPRESSION. THE PEAK AT YIELD IS OBSERVED IN THE T·6 TEMPER BUT NOT 
THE T651. THIS RESULT IS CONSISTENT WITH A DISLOCATION M~CHANISM FOR 
THE SOURCE OF THE FIRST ACOUSTIC EMISSION PEAK. 
75 
50. 
ACOUSTIC tMISSION COUrll RATE AND INTERNAL 
1-RICTION VS TIME FOR 7075 T6 ALUMINUM IN TENSION 
SIMUL TANfOUS MEASUREMENT OF INTERNAL FRICTION AND ACOUSTIC 
EMISSIOil CAN HELP CONFIRU SOURCES OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION. THE 
MAGNITUDE OF THE INTERNAL FRICTION IDAMPINGIIS SENSITIVE TO BOTH 
TH[ DISLOCATION DENSITY AND AVERAGE DISLOCATION LOOP LENGTH 
INCREASES IN EITHER WILL CAUSE AN INCREASE IN THE INTERNAL FRICTION 
AN INURN At FRICTION PEAK WAS MEASURED WHICH CORRELATED CLOSEt Y 
IVITH THE fiRST ACOUSTIC EMISSION PEAK. HOWEVER NO INTERNAL FRICTION 
ABOVE BACICGROIJNO WAS MEASURED DURING THE SECOND t...E. PEAK. 
RECENT WORK BY THE AUTHORS AND OTHERS HAS SHOWN THE SECOND PEAK 
ARISES FROM FRACTURE OF INCLUSIONS. 
Poster 1 
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BERYLliUM 
· SMALL IN THE SOLUTIONtZlD ANI) UUi:NCHE l) CUNUL IL()N 
e CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
ACOUSTIC EMISSION PEAK 
·LARGE AFTE A THE METAL HAS BEEN tll.iEO TO FQHM 
AIFeBe, OR rcBl•,, PRECIPITATES 
·LARGER WHEN SLOW COOLED RATHER THAN FAST C00L[0 
FROM THE AGING TEMPERATURE 
AT THE ONSET OF PLASTIC FLOW 
· LARGER WHAN A YIELD POINT rS OBSERVED 
'SENSITIVE TO MATERIAL ORIGIN I POWDER MHALLURGY OR 
WROUGHT INGOT) 
·DISAPPEARS IN HIGH PURITY METAL 
·SIMILAR IN TENSION AND COMPRESSION 
e CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
ACOUSTIC EMISSION PEAK 
CENTERED AT ONE PERCENT PLASTIC STRAIN 
' INDEPENDENT OF HEAT TREATMENT 
'INDEPENDENT OF MATERIAL ORIGIN 
' INDEPENDENT OF PURITY 
'SIMILAR IN TENSION AND COMPRESSION 
e POSSIBLE MECHANISMS 
1 GRAIN CLEAVAGE ANDiOA TWINNING. REJECTED beciJUSe of the 
similanty of results in 1ens•on and compression, and also because the rate 
of I winning and grain cleavage increases continuously to failure. 
Furthermore, the number of cleaved grains and twins is much to small to 
account for the number of bursts observed. 
2 BeD FRACTURE. REJECTED because !here are substantial peaks 
seen in ingot Be. which has a negligible BeD content. 
3 FRACTURE OF AIFeBe4 OR FeBe 11 PRECIPITATES. REJECTED 
because of the very small size of these precipitates and bect~use of the 
similarity of results in tension and compression. 
4 "AVALANCHE" BREAKAWAY OF DISLOCATIONS FROM PINS. 
5 "AVALANCHE" GENERATION OF NEW DISLOCATIONS. 
BREAKAWAY OF DISLOCATIONS FROM PINS CAN BE DISTINGUISHED 
FROM GENERATION OF DISLOCATIONS BY INTERNAL FRICTION 
MEASUREMENTS. THE DISLOCATION DAMPING DEPENDS ON THE 
FOURTH POWER OF THE AVERAGE LOOP LENGTH. BUT ONLY THE 
FIRST POWER OF THE DISLOCATION DENSITY. THUS A BREAKAWAY 
PROCESS. WHICH INCREASES THE AVERAGE LOOP LENGTH SHOULD 
PRODUCE A LAAGER CHANGE IN DAMPING THAN THE GENERATION 
OF NEW DISLOCATIONS, WHICH PRIMARILY INCREASES THE 
DISLOCATION DENSITY . 
• INTERNAL FRICTION MEASUREMENTS CONFIRM POSTULATED MECHANIS" 
'THE PEAK AT THE ONSET OF PLASTIC FLOW IS FROM THE 
GENERATION OF NEW DISLOCATIONS. !THE CORRESPONDING 
INTERNAL FRICTION CHANGE IS SMALL! 
·THE PEAK AT ONE PERCENT PLASTIC STRAIN IS FROM 
BREAKAWAY OF DISLOCATIONS FROM PINS. THE PINS ARE 
PRESUMABLY GENERATED BY THE PLASTIC FLOW PROCESS 
ITSELF. !THE CORRESPONDING INTERNAL FRICTION CHANGE 
IS LARGE I 
eCONFIRMATION OF THE VALIDITY OF THE 
INTERPRETATION OF THE INTERNAL FRICTION RESULTS 
THE YIELD POINT IN IRON IS KNOWN FROM OTHER EXPERIMENTS 
TO ARISE FROM BREAKAWAY OF DISLOCATIONS FROM CARBON 
INTERSTITIAL ATMOSPHERES. THE INTERNAL FRICTION PEAK 
EXPECTED FROM THE BREAKAWAY PROCESS IS OBSERVED. 
Poster 2 
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RMS ACOUSTIC EMISSION VS LOAD FOR 21 6-9 
STAINLESS STEEL LOADED IN TENSION IN AIR. 
MEASURED RMS VALUES SCALED TO 
APPRQXIMATEL 'I' THE SAME SAMPLE VOLUME 
AND STRAIN RATE AS THE BIAXIAL TESTS. 
TEST DATA FROM M.A. HAMSTAD, LAWRENCE 
LIVERMORE LABORATORY. 
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RMS ACOUSTIC EMISSION VS LOAD FOR 21-6-9 
STAINLESS STEEL LOADED IN IILAXIAL TENSION 
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FRACTURE SURFACE FOR CRACK PROPAGATED 
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FRACTURE SURFACE FOR SIMPLE TENSILE 
OVUILOAD I~ AIR 
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RMS ACOUSTIC EMISSION VS LOAD FOR 21·6·9 
STAINLESS STEEL LOADED IN BIAXIAL TENSION 
IN A Hr ENVIRONMENT 
SURFACE CRACKS COMMONLY FOUND. ORIGINAl· 
LNG AT INCLUSIONS FOR STEEL LOADED IN 
H1 ENVIRONMENT 
25000 
Poster 3 NO SURFACE CRACKS IN STEEL LOAlliOO IN He ENVIRONMENT 
eBIAXIAL STRESS INCREASES AMOUNT OF OBSERVED ACOUSTIC EMISSION 
.MATERIAL CRACKS WHEN LOADED IN A HYDROGEN ENVIRONMENT, BUT DOES 
NOT CRACK IN AN INERT ENVIRONMENT. THERE IS NO APPARENT DIFFERENCE 
IN ACOUSTIC EMISSION DURING LOADING IN THE TWO ENVIRONMENTS. 
Poster 4 
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ACOUSTIC £MISSION IIURST RATE AS A FUNCTION 
OF TIME AT CONSTANT LOAD !STRESS GREATER 
THAN YIELD STRESS! FOR SAMPLES LOADED IN 
1-iEUUM AND HYDROGEN 
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION BURST AMPLITUDE 
DISTRIGUTION WHILE STRESSING SAMPLES IN 
HELIUM 
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION BURST AMPLITUDE 
DISTR•Bl.ITION WHILE STRESSING SAMPLES 
IN HYDROGEN 
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION BURST AMPLITUDE 
DISTRIBUTION DURING HOLDING AT CONSTANT 
LOAD !STRESS GREATER THAN YIELD STRESSI 
IN HELIUM 
• CRACKING CAN BE DETECTED BY MEASURING 
THE TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE ACOUSTIC 
EMISSION BURST RATE AT CONSTANT LOAD 
• PROBABLE MECHANISM 
INCLUSIONS FRACTURE DURINCi PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
· DURING HOLDS AT CONSTANT LOAD. THE PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
PRODUCING STRESS RELAXATION DECREASES RAPIOL Y WITH 
TIME TOWARD ZERO. HENCE INCLUSION FRACTURE ALSO 
DECREASES RAPIDLY WITH TIME 
·CRACK GROWTH. IF PRESENT. DOES NOT DECREASE WITH TIME 
ANO PROVIDES A SOURCE OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION AT LONG 
TIMES. AS OBSERVED 
40 5b 6b 7b 
BURST AMPLITUDE (dB above IOOfiV} 
ACOUSTIC EMISSION BUAST AMPLITUDE 
DISTRIBUTION DURING HOLDING AT CONSTANT 
LOAD !STRESS GREATER THAN YIELD STRESSI 
IN HYDROGEN 
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en 
• THE BURST AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTIONS 
ARE DIFFERENT DURING LOADING 
AND HOLDING AT CONSTANT LOAD, 
BUT THE BEHAVIOR IN HYDROGEN 
AND HELIUM ENVIRONMENTS IS SIMILAR. 
Poster 6 
Hlf DERIVATION BELOW StiOWS A FIRST ORDER 
APPROXIMATION TO THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
THf APPARENT ELASTIC MODULUS ANO THE 
VOLUME OF CRACKS IN A TEST SAMPLE 
EXPAND['·¥]"'"' 1 + ~ 
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EXPAND l v • V' , 
FOR ROO IN LONGITUDINAL VIBRATIONS (LENGTH OF 
ROO EQUALS ONE HALF WAVE LENGTH! 
v•2~1r•/f 
,, . ..!.!! 2,-v; 
CRACKS IN PURE IRON DEVELOPED DURING 
ELECTROLYTIC CHARGING. NO CRACKS WERE 
FOUND IN THE 304 STAINLESS STEEL 
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MODULUS CAN BE DETERMINED WITH HIGH PRECISION BY 
MEASURING THE LONGITUDINAL RESONANT FREQUENCY OF 
THE TEST BAR. A MARX COMPOSITE PIEZOELECTRIC OSCILLATOR 
FOR PERFORMING SUCH MEASUREMENTS IS SHOWN &fLOW. THE 
CENTER OF THE SAMPLE IS A DISPLACEMENT NODE. HENCE AN 
ELECTRIC CONTACT CAN BE PLACED THE'RE WITHOUT DISTURBING 
THE STANDING WAVE 
------- AlzC' ~ BUFFER ROO 
:v.! ~ IN LENGTH 
-OISPt.ACfii[NT 
""" 
···STRAIN •vt 
THE WORK INVOLVING FOLLOWING CRACICINC:. WITH APPARfNT MODULUS 
CHANGE MEASUAEMfNTS IS EXPLORATORY IN NATURE. THE CHANGE IN 
APPARENT MODULUS IS MUCH LARGER THAN PREDICTED FROM THE FIRST 
ORDER THEORY OUTLINED ABOVE GIVEN THE VOLUME OF CRACKS 
MEASURED METALLOGRAPHICALL Y. HYDROGEN APPARENTLY PRODUCES 
CHANGES OTHER THAN CRACKING IN THE SAMPLE WHICH SUBSTANTIALLY 
AL TEA THE ELASTIC MODULUS. WORIC IS CONTINUING TO EXPLORE THE 
NATURE OF THESE OTHER EFFECTS AND TO DETERMINE IF MODULUS 
CHANGE MEASUREMENTS CAN BE USED TO MEASURE OUANTITATIVEL Y 
THE AMOUNT OF CRACKING IN A SAJ.IIPLE. 
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/. STAI.tn.ESS 
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CHANGES IN THE RESONANT FREQUENCY AND 
HENCE CHANGES tN THE APPARENT ELASTIC 
MODULUS FOR PURE IRON A:NO TYPE 304 STAINLESS 
DURING ELECTROLYTIC CHARGING WITH HYDROGEN. 
AS EXPECTl:D, NO CHANGE WAS OBSERVED IN THE 
STAINLESS STEEL SINCE THE SAMPLES WERE NOT 
STRESSED STATICALLY. 
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